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Free reading Arduino projects for amateur radio mcgraw hill education [PDF]
microcontroller projects for amateur radio not only provides all the information you ll need to build projects using arduino stm32 blue pill esp32 and teensy 4 0 microcontrollers it teaches you how to
create the software that makes them function even if you don t know the first thing about the c or c programming languages this book will give you a gentle introduction back cover boost your ham
radio s capabilities using low cost arduino microcontroller boards do you want to increase the functionality and value of your ham radio without spending a lot of money this book will show you how
arduino projects for amateur radio is filled with step by step microcontroller projects you can accomplish on your own no programming experience necessary after getting you set up on an arduino
board veteran ham radio operators jack purdum w8tee and dennis kidder w6dq start with a simple lcd display and move up to projects that can add hundreds of dollars worth of upgrades to existing
equipment this practical guide provides detailed instructions helpful diagrams lists of low cost parts and suppliers and hardware and software tips that make building your own equipment even more
enjoyable downloadable code for all of the projects in the book is also available do it yourself projects include lcd shield station timer general purpose panel meter dummy load and watt meter cw
automatic keyer morse code decoder ps2 keyboard cw encoder universal relay shield flexible sequencer rotator controller directional watt and swr meter simple frequency counter dds vfo portable
solar power source experiments and constructions challenges and diversions in the fields of astronomy archaeology biology natural sciences earth sciences mathematical machines aerodynamics optics
heat and electronics title page this text describes a number of electronic circuits most of which are quite simple which can be used to enhance the performance of most short wave radio systems
amateur astronomers who want to enhance their capabilities to contribute to science need look no farther than this guide to using remote observatories the contributors cover how to build your own
remote observatory as well as the existing infrastructure of commercial networks of remote observatories that are available to the amateur they provide specific advice on which programs to use based
on your project objectives and offer practical project suggestions remotely controlled observatories have many advantages the most obvious that the observer does not have to be physically present to
carry out observations such an observatory can also be used more fully because its time can be scheduled and usefully shared among several astronomers working on different observing projects more
and more professional level observatories are open to use by amateurs in this way via the internet and more advanced amateur astronomers can even build their own remote observatories for sharing
among members of a society or interest group endorsements remote observatories for amateur astronomers using high powered telescopes from home by jerry hubbell rich williams and linda billard is
a unique contribution centering on computer controlled private observatories owned by amateur astronomers and commercialized professional amateur observatories where observing time to collect
data can be purchased before this book trying to piece together all of the necessary elements and processes that make up a remotely operated observatory was daunting the authors and contributors
have provided in this single publication a wealth of information gained from years of experience that will save you considerable money and countless hours in trying to develop such an observatory if
you follow the methods and processes laid out in this book and choose to build your own remotely operated observatory or decide to become a regular user of one of the commercial networks you will
not only join an elite group of advanced astronomers who make regular submissions to science but you will become a member of an ancient fraternity your high technology observatory will contain a
high powered telescope no matter how large it is and from the comfort of home you can actively contribute to the work that started in pre history to help uncover the secrets of the cosmos scott roberts
founder and president explore scientific llc in the past three and a half decades since i first became involved with remote observatories the use of remote unmanned telescopes at fully automated
observatories has advanced from a very rare approach for making astronomical observations to an increasingly dominant mode for observation among both professional and amateur astronomers i am
very pleased to see this timely book being published on the topic i highly recommend this book to readers because it not only covers the knowledge needed to become an informed user of existing
remote observatories but also describes what you need to know to develop your own remote observatory it draws on more than two decades of remote observatory operation and networking by
coauthor rich williams as he developed the sierra stars observatory network sson into the world class network it is today this book is the ideal follow on to coauthor jerry hubbell s book scientific
astrophotography springer 2012 remote observatories have a bright future opening up astronomy to a new and much larger generation of professional amateur and student observers machines and
humans can and do work well together i hope you enjoy reading this book as much as i have and will take advantage of the developments over the past several decades by the many pioneers of remote
observatories russ genet phd california polytechnic state university observing saturn for the first time is a memory that stays with us for the rest of our lives and for many it is the start of an odyssey an
odyssey into observational astronomy remote observatories for amateur astronomers is a book written for observers beginners and old hands alike providing detailed advice to those wishing to improve
their observing skills many will want to build and operate a remotely controlled observatory and for those part i of this book is an invaluable source of information if like me you choose to avoid the
capital outlay of owning your own facility part ii describes how you can use one of the many professionally run large scopes where for a few dollars you can capture spectacular color images of nebulae
galaxies and comets my own scientific interest in short period eclipsing binaries has been made possible through the availability of remote telescopes such as those operated by the sierra stars
observatory network sson whichever route you take this book is essential reading for all who aspire to serious observing david pulley the local group uk this is the must have guide for all amateur
astronomers who double as makers doers tinkerers problem solvers and inventors in a world where an amateur astronomy habit can easily run into the many thousands of dollars it is still possible for
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practitioners to get high quality results and equipment on a budget by utilizing diy techniques surprisingly it s not that hard to modify existing equipment to get new and improved usability from older
or outdated technology creating an end result that can outshine the pricey higher end tools all it takes is some elbow grease a creative and open mind and the help of chung s hard won knowledge on
building and modifying telescopes and cameras with this book it is possible for readers to improve their craft making their equipment more user friendly the tools are at hand and the advice on how to
do it is here readers will discover a comprehensive presentation of astronomical projects that any amateur on any budget can replicate projects that utilize leading edge technology and techniques sure
to invigorate the experts and elevate the less experienced as the maker community continues to expand it has wonderful things to offer amateur astronomers with a willingness to get their hands dirty
tweaking observing and imaging equipment so that it serves a custom purpose can take your observing options to the next level while being fun to boot experience the joy of astronomy with tips on
getting started with binoculars and telescopes what to observe and how to track and photograph sky objects by david cortner and nancy l hendrickson 7 3 8 x 9 7 8 160 pgs over 90 bandw and color
photos softcover are you a passionate amateur naturalist would you like to record videos of the microscopic world detect an insect s heartbeat separate molecules with electricity extract and purify dna
in your kitchen now you can do all these things and more with this wonderful compendium of unique and exciting projects gathered here in the most comprehensive wide ranging collection of projects
available for the amateur biologist are some of the finest experiments from scientific american s popular amateur scientist column whether you d like to find out how to measure the metabolism of an
insect learn museum secrets for preserving plants or discover how to teach a sow bug to navigate a maze you ll find the project to suit your needs filled with experiments from a wide range of
specialties including botany genetics behavioral studies cellular biology microscopy microbiology and entomology this fascinating book also contains helpful hints and clear instructions on how to build
experimental apparatus using simple household materials and affordable alternatives to more expensive scientific equipment whether you re a student teacher or dedicated amateur scientist you ll find
projects here to excite your interest as well as deepen your understanding of and appreciation for the natural world this book is the first major study of amateur theatre offering new perspectives on its
place in the cultural and social life of communities historically informed it traces how amateur theatre has impacted national repertoires contributed to diverse creative economies and responded to
changing patterns of labour based on extensive archival and ethnographic research it traces the importance of amateur theatre to crafting places and the ways in which it sustains the creativity of
amateur theatre over a lifetime it asks how does amateur theatre making contribute to the twenty first century amateur turn this book focuses on the history of baseball in the dominican republic
especially the sport s political ramifications yoder argues that dominicans kept their sense of democratic idealism in part because they were intertwined with the aspirations of baseball as it developed
into a transnational industry baseball became economically central to the dominican republic at the same time as the country was turning toward concerns of development resulting in an economic and
political third way that drew from both the cuban and us models this accessible guide presents the astrophysical concepts behind astronomical spectroscopy covering both theoretical and practical
elements suitable for anyone with only a little background knowledge and access to amateur level equipment it will help you understand and practise the scientifically important and growing field of
amateur astronomy astronomical spectroscopy for amateurs is a complete guide for amateur astronomers who are looking for a new challenge after a brief overview of the development of
spectroscopes and an introduction to the theory of stellar spectra the book goes on to examine the various types of spectroscopes available to amateurs next practical sections address all aspects of
setting up and using various types of commercially available and home built spectroscopes a final part gives detailed instructions for the design and construction of three different spectroscopes along
with the necessary design theory minimal math the home made spectroscopes have performance capabilities near or equal to commercial units but are constructed using basic hand tools for a fraction
of the cost this up to date practical spectroscopy book will enable amateur astronomers to develop the skills and equipment needed to prepare scientifically acceptable spectra data and to make a
valuable contribution to proam projects public history a practical guide explores history in the public sphere and examines the variety of skills that historians require in the practice of public history it
discusses how through various mediums of interpretation and presentation a range of actors which include museums archives government agencies community history societies and the media and
digital media make history accessible to a wider audience it provides the reader with an overview of the wider world application and communication of history beyond the classroom through core case
studies for each sector that include ideas for best practice in the field this book offers an accessible and engaging synopsis of a topic that has not previously been covered by focusing on an area of
study that has changed substantially in the last decade public history a practical guide presents a comprehensive outline of the practice of public history and provides ideas for future methodological
approaches as well as a reference point for planning professional development in order to gain future employment in these sectors in the current economic climate students need to understand the
potential use of history beyond university this book contains the tools and advice needed for them to get one step ahead in terms of knowledge skills and experience amateurs without borders examines
the rise of new actors in the international development world volunteer driven grassroots international nongovernmental organizations these small aid organizations now ten thousand strong sidestep
the world of professionalized development aid by launching projects built around personal relationships and the skills of volunteers this book draws on fieldwork in the united states and africa web data
and irs records to offer the first large scale systematic study of these groups amateurs without borders investigates the aspirations and limits of personal compassion on a global scale amateur
astronomers interested in learning more about astronomical spectroscopy now have the guide they need it provides detailed information about how to get started inexpensively with low resolution
spectroscopy and then how to move on to more advanced high resolution spectroscopy uniquely the instructions concentrate very much on the practical aspects of using commercially available
spectroscopes rather than simply explaining how spectroscopes work the book includes a clear explanation of the laboratory theory behind astronomical spectrographs and goes on to extensively cover
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the practical application of astronomical spectroscopy in detail four popular and reasonably priced commercially available diffraction grating spectrographs are used as examples the first is a low
resolution transmission diffraction grating the star analyser spectrograph the second is an inexpensive fiber optic coupled bench spectrograph that can be used to learn more about spectroscopy the
third is a newcomer the alpy 600 spectrograph the fourth spectrograph considered is at the other end of the market both in performance and cost the high resolution lhires iii while considerably more
expensive this is a popular and excellent scientific instrument that allows more advanced amateur astronomers to produce scientifically valuable data with all of these tools in place the amateur
astronomer is well prepared to forger deeper into the night sky using spectroscopy for too long the field of amateur cinema has focused on north america and europe in global perspectives on amateur
film histories and cultures however editors masha salazkina and enrique fibla gutiérrez fill the literature gap by extending that focus and increasing inclusivity through carefully curated essays
salazkina and fibla gutiérrez bring wider meaning and significance to the discipline through their study of alternative cinema in new territories fueled by different historical and political circumstances
innovative technologies and ambitious practitioners the essays in this volume work to realize the radical societal democratization that shows up in amateur cinema around the world in particular
diverse contributors highlight the significance of amateur filmmaking the exhibition of amateur films the uses and availability of film technologies and the inventive and creative approaches of
filmmakers and advocates of amateur film together these essays shed new light on alternative cinema in a wide range of cities and countries where amateur films thrive in the shadow of commercial
and conventional film industries その時 声を届けられるように アマチュア集団が作った 背負って運べるラジオ局 が 世界 の災害 国に広がり始める 先駆者たちの軌跡から 開発 実装のドタバタまで 本 インドネシア 縦横無尽の物語 社会を変える草の根アクションの可能性とおもしろさを き きと語る 本 より この本の登場 物たちも最初の 歩は
ごく狭い範囲から始まりました シドレジョ村で 区で サミラン村で 竿のごときアンテナを掲げたところから すべては動き出しました バックパックラジオのプロトタイプは 審査委員席にすら届かない放送距離でした 放送技術をロクに知らず マイクに向かって話しかけたことすら ほとんどないアマチュアが 狭い地域で始めた活動だったのです それが いつのまにか多くの を
互いに巻き込みあい インドネシアの法律を変えるほどのうねりになりました きっと どんなことでもはじめの 歩は歩幅が狭く さなものなのでしょう 目次 part 1 先駆者たちの伝記 1 さなラジオ局 の村を変える 2 復興から 多 化共 へ 3 ラジオ局同 を繋ぐ part 2 持ち運べるラジオ局 への挑戦 1 合宿 発明コンテスト 2 インドネシアと 本の知恵 3 熊本
地震の体験から 4 そして社会実装へ 5 災害ラジオの未来 6 おわりに ナローキャストをはじめよう
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Microcontroller Projects for Amateur Radio 2020
microcontroller projects for amateur radio not only provides all the information you ll need to build projects using arduino stm32 blue pill esp32 and teensy 4 0 microcontrollers it teaches you how to
create the software that makes them function even if you don t know the first thing about the c or c programming languages this book will give you a gentle introduction back cover

Arduino Projects for Amateur Radio 2014-09-04
boost your ham radio s capabilities using low cost arduino microcontroller boards do you want to increase the functionality and value of your ham radio without spending a lot of money this book will
show you how arduino projects for amateur radio is filled with step by step microcontroller projects you can accomplish on your own no programming experience necessary after getting you set up on
an arduino board veteran ham radio operators jack purdum w8tee and dennis kidder w6dq start with a simple lcd display and move up to projects that can add hundreds of dollars worth of upgrades to
existing equipment this practical guide provides detailed instructions helpful diagrams lists of low cost parts and suppliers and hardware and software tips that make building your own equipment even
more enjoyable downloadable code for all of the projects in the book is also available do it yourself projects include lcd shield station timer general purpose panel meter dummy load and watt meter cw
automatic keyer morse code decoder ps2 keyboard cw encoder universal relay shield flexible sequencer rotator controller directional watt and swr meter simple frequency counter dds vfo portable
solar power source

The Scientific American Book of Projects for the Amateur Scientist 1960
experiments and constructions challenges and diversions in the fields of astronomy archaeology biology natural sciences earth sciences mathematical machines aerodynamics optics heat and
electronics title page

Radio Projects for the Amateur 2001
this text describes a number of electronic circuits most of which are quite simple which can be used to enhance the performance of most short wave radio systems

Scientific American Book of Projects for the Amateur Scientist 1962
amateur astronomers who want to enhance their capabilities to contribute to science need look no farther than this guide to using remote observatories the contributors cover how to build your own
remote observatory as well as the existing infrastructure of commercial networks of remote observatories that are available to the amateur they provide specific advice on which programs to use based
on your project objectives and offer practical project suggestions remotely controlled observatories have many advantages the most obvious that the observer does not have to be physically present to
carry out observations such an observatory can also be used more fully because its time can be scheduled and usefully shared among several astronomers working on different observing projects more
and more professional level observatories are open to use by amateurs in this way via the internet and more advanced amateur astronomers can even build their own remote observatories for sharing
among members of a society or interest group endorsements remote observatories for amateur astronomers using high powered telescopes from home by jerry hubbell rich williams and linda billard is
a unique contribution centering on computer controlled private observatories owned by amateur astronomers and commercialized professional amateur observatories where observing time to collect
data can be purchased before this book trying to piece together all of the necessary elements and processes that make up a remotely operated observatory was daunting the authors and contributors
have provided in this single publication a wealth of information gained from years of experience that will save you considerable money and countless hours in trying to develop such an observatory if
you follow the methods and processes laid out in this book and choose to build your own remotely operated observatory or decide to become a regular user of one of the commercial networks you will
not only join an elite group of advanced astronomers who make regular submissions to science but you will become a member of an ancient fraternity your high technology observatory will contain a
high powered telescope no matter how large it is and from the comfort of home you can actively contribute to the work that started in pre history to help uncover the secrets of the cosmos scott roberts
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founder and president explore scientific llc in the past three and a half decades since i first became involved with remote observatories the use of remote unmanned telescopes at fully automated
observatories has advanced from a very rare approach for making astronomical observations to an increasingly dominant mode for observation among both professional and amateur astronomers i am
very pleased to see this timely book being published on the topic i highly recommend this book to readers because it not only covers the knowledge needed to become an informed user of existing
remote observatories but also describes what you need to know to develop your own remote observatory it draws on more than two decades of remote observatory operation and networking by
coauthor rich williams as he developed the sierra stars observatory network sson into the world class network it is today this book is the ideal follow on to coauthor jerry hubbell s book scientific
astrophotography springer 2012 remote observatories have a bright future opening up astronomy to a new and much larger generation of professional amateur and student observers machines and
humans can and do work well together i hope you enjoy reading this book as much as i have and will take advantage of the developments over the past several decades by the many pioneers of remote
observatories russ genet phd california polytechnic state university observing saturn for the first time is a memory that stays with us for the rest of our lives and for many it is the start of an odyssey an
odyssey into observational astronomy remote observatories for amateur astronomers is a book written for observers beginners and old hands alike providing detailed advice to those wishing to improve
their observing skills many will want to build and operate a remotely controlled observatory and for those part i of this book is an invaluable source of information if like me you choose to avoid the
capital outlay of owning your own facility part ii describes how you can use one of the many professionally run large scopes where for a few dollars you can capture spectacular color images of nebulae
galaxies and comets my own scientific interest in short period eclipsing binaries has been made possible through the availability of remote telescopes such as those operated by the sierra stars
observatory network sson whichever route you take this book is essential reading for all who aspire to serious observing david pulley the local group uk

The 'Scientific American' Book of Projects for the Amateur Scientist 1962
this is the must have guide for all amateur astronomers who double as makers doers tinkerers problem solvers and inventors in a world where an amateur astronomy habit can easily run into the many
thousands of dollars it is still possible for practitioners to get high quality results and equipment on a budget by utilizing diy techniques surprisingly it s not that hard to modify existing equipment to
get new and improved usability from older or outdated technology creating an end result that can outshine the pricey higher end tools all it takes is some elbow grease a creative and open mind and
the help of chung s hard won knowledge on building and modifying telescopes and cameras with this book it is possible for readers to improve their craft making their equipment more user friendly the
tools are at hand and the advice on how to do it is here readers will discover a comprehensive presentation of astronomical projects that any amateur on any budget can replicate projects that utilize
leading edge technology and techniques sure to invigorate the experts and elevate the less experienced as the maker community continues to expand it has wonderful things to offer amateur
astronomers with a willingness to get their hands dirty tweaking observing and imaging equipment so that it serves a custom purpose can take your observing options to the next level while being fun
to boot

Radio Projects for the Amateur 2009
experience the joy of astronomy with tips on getting started with binoculars and telescopes what to observe and how to track and photograph sky objects by david cortner and nancy l hendrickson 7 3 8
x 9 7 8 160 pgs over 90 bandw and color photos softcover

Weekend Projects for the Radio Amateur 2008
are you a passionate amateur naturalist would you like to record videos of the microscopic world detect an insect s heartbeat separate molecules with electricity extract and purify dna in your kitchen
now you can do all these things and more with this wonderful compendium of unique and exciting projects gathered here in the most comprehensive wide ranging collection of projects available for the
amateur biologist are some of the finest experiments from scientific american s popular amateur scientist column whether you d like to find out how to measure the metabolism of an insect learn
museum secrets for preserving plants or discover how to teach a sow bug to navigate a maze you ll find the project to suit your needs filled with experiments from a wide range of specialties including
botany genetics behavioral studies cellular biology microscopy microbiology and entomology this fascinating book also contains helpful hints and clear instructions on how to build experimental
apparatus using simple household materials and affordable alternatives to more expensive scientific equipment whether you re a student teacher or dedicated amateur scientist you ll find projects here
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to excite your interest as well as deepen your understanding of and appreciation for the natural world

Radio Projects for the Amateur 2004
this book is the first major study of amateur theatre offering new perspectives on its place in the cultural and social life of communities historically informed it traces how amateur theatre has impacted
national repertoires contributed to diverse creative economies and responded to changing patterns of labour based on extensive archival and ethnographic research it traces the importance of amateur
theatre to crafting places and the ways in which it sustains the creativity of amateur theatre over a lifetime it asks how does amateur theatre making contribute to the twenty first century amateur turn

Projects in Amateur Radio 1981
this book focuses on the history of baseball in the dominican republic especially the sport s political ramifications yoder argues that dominicans kept their sense of democratic idealism in part because
they were intertwined with the aspirations of baseball as it developed into a transnational industry baseball became economically central to the dominican republic at the same time as the country was
turning toward concerns of development resulting in an economic and political third way that drew from both the cuban and us models

Drafting Projects for the Amateur 1982
this accessible guide presents the astrophysical concepts behind astronomical spectroscopy covering both theoretical and practical elements suitable for anyone with only a little background
knowledge and access to amateur level equipment it will help you understand and practise the scientifically important and growing field of amateur astronomy

IC Projects for Amateur and Experimenter 1971
astronomical spectroscopy for amateurs is a complete guide for amateur astronomers who are looking for a new challenge after a brief overview of the development of spectroscopes and an
introduction to the theory of stellar spectra the book goes on to examine the various types of spectroscopes available to amateurs next practical sections address all aspects of setting up and using
various types of commercially available and home built spectroscopes a final part gives detailed instructions for the design and construction of three different spectroscopes along with the necessary
design theory minimal math the home made spectroscopes have performance capabilities near or equal to commercial units but are constructed using basic hand tools for a fraction of the cost this up
to date practical spectroscopy book will enable amateur astronomers to develop the skills and equipment needed to prepare scientifically acceptable spectra data and to make a valuable contribution to
proam projects

Radio Projects for the Amateur 2008
public history a practical guide explores history in the public sphere and examines the variety of skills that historians require in the practice of public history it discusses how through various mediums
of interpretation and presentation a range of actors which include museums archives government agencies community history societies and the media and digital media make history accessible to a
wider audience it provides the reader with an overview of the wider world application and communication of history beyond the classroom through core case studies for each sector that include ideas
for best practice in the field this book offers an accessible and engaging synopsis of a topic that has not previously been covered by focusing on an area of study that has changed substantially in the
last decade public history a practical guide presents a comprehensive outline of the practice of public history and provides ideas for future methodological approaches as well as a reference point for
planning professional development in order to gain future employment in these sectors in the current economic climate students need to understand the potential use of history beyond university this
book contains the tools and advice needed for them to get one step ahead in terms of knowledge skills and experience
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Projects for Radio Amateurs and S.W.L.s 1992
amateurs without borders examines the rise of new actors in the international development world volunteer driven grassroots international nongovernmental organizations these small aid
organizations now ten thousand strong sidestep the world of professionalized development aid by launching projects built around personal relationships and the skills of volunteers this book draws on
fieldwork in the united states and africa web data and irs records to offer the first large scale systematic study of these groups amateurs without borders investigates the aspirations and limits of
personal compassion on a global scale

Remote Observatories for Amateur Astronomers 2015-10-23
amateur astronomers interested in learning more about astronomical spectroscopy now have the guide they need it provides detailed information about how to get started inexpensively with low
resolution spectroscopy and then how to move on to more advanced high resolution spectroscopy uniquely the instructions concentrate very much on the practical aspects of using commercially
available spectroscopes rather than simply explaining how spectroscopes work the book includes a clear explanation of the laboratory theory behind astronomical spectrographs and goes on to
extensively cover the practical application of astronomical spectroscopy in detail four popular and reasonably priced commercially available diffraction grating spectrographs are used as examples the
first is a low resolution transmission diffraction grating the star analyser spectrograph the second is an inexpensive fiber optic coupled bench spectrograph that can be used to learn more about
spectroscopy the third is a newcomer the alpy 600 spectrograph the fourth spectrograph considered is at the other end of the market both in performance and cost the high resolution lhires iii while
considerably more expensive this is a popular and excellent scientific instrument that allows more advanced amateur astronomers to produce scientifically valuable data with all of these tools in place
the amateur astronomer is well prepared to forger deeper into the night sky using spectroscopy

Projects for Amateur Photographers 1985
for too long the field of amateur cinema has focused on north america and europe in global perspectives on amateur film histories and cultures however editors masha salazkina and enrique fibla
gutiérrez fill the literature gap by extending that focus and increasing inclusivity through carefully curated essays salazkina and fibla gutiérrez bring wider meaning and significance to the discipline
through their study of alternative cinema in new territories fueled by different historical and political circumstances innovative technologies and ambitious practitioners the essays in this volume work
to realize the radical societal democratization that shows up in amateur cinema around the world in particular diverse contributors highlight the significance of amateur filmmaking the exhibition of
amateur films the uses and availability of film technologies and the inventive and creative approaches of filmmakers and advocates of amateur film together these essays shed new light on alternative
cinema in a wide range of cities and countries where amateur films thrive in the shadow of commercial and conventional film industries

The Scientific American Book of Projects for the Amateur Scientist 1960
その時 声を届けられるように アマチュア集団が作った 背負って運べるラジオ局 が 世界 の災害 国に広がり始める 先駆者たちの軌跡から 開発 実装のドタバタまで 本 インドネシア 縦横無尽の物語 社会を変える草の根アクションの可能性とおもしろさを き きと語る 本 より この本の登場 物たちも最初の 歩はごく狭い範囲から始まりました シドレジョ村で 区で サミラ
ン村で 竿のごときアンテナを掲げたところから すべては動き出しました バックパックラジオのプロトタイプは 審査委員席にすら届かない放送距離でした 放送技術をロクに知らず マイクに向かって話しかけたことすら ほとんどないアマチュアが 狭い地域で始めた活動だったのです それが いつのまにか多くの を互いに巻き込みあい インドネシアの法律を変えるほどのうね
りになりました きっと どんなことでもはじめの 歩は歩幅が狭く さなものなのでしょう 目次 part 1 先駆者たちの伝記 1 さなラジオ局 の村を変える 2 復興から 多 化共 へ 3 ラジオ局同 を繋ぐ part 2 持ち運べるラジオ局 への挑戦 1 合宿 発明コンテスト 2 インドネシアと 本の知恵 3 熊本地震の体験から 4 そして社会実装へ 5 災害ラジオの未来
6 おわりに ナローキャストをはじめよう

Astro-Imaging Projects for Amateur Astronomers 2015
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IC Projects for the Amateur and Experimenter 1974

VHF Projects for Amateur & Experimenter 1972

Eight Easy Observing Projects 1996

Scientific American The Amateur Biologist 2002-01-01

The Ecologies of Amateur Theatre 2018-10-26

IC Projects for the Amateur and Experimenter 1971

Pitching Democracy 2023-03-14

73 Amateur Radio's Technical Journal 1975

Spectroscopy for Amateur Astronomers 2017-07-20

Astronomical Spectroscopy for Amateurs 2011-02-07

VHF Projects for Amateur and Experimenter 1973

Public History 2015-02-26
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Radio-electronics 1986

Amateurs without Borders 2021-02-02

Using Commercial Amateur Astronomical Spectrographs 2013-11-19

Global Perspectives on Amateur Film Histories and Cultures 2021-01-05

International 1995

73 Magazine for Radio Amateurs 1980

"QRP Projects from Down Under" 1999

Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects 1985
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